
Notes for Oswald as Sole Assassin 

Larry Hancock presentation/ DPUK, 2011 “A Close Run Thing” 

(Il need to review Larry’s “Someone Would Have Talked” edition . . .Look at both 

editions. .. 

AP wire Merriam Smith on 11/22/’63 (combat veteran) noted multiple shots in 

Daley Plaza... .more than 3 into the president’s car’ 

Agent Greer... In his WC testimony Greer iterated that there was more than 3 

shots that came into limo. . . Also SS interviews with people along Elm St. who 

heard more than three shots. 

The Dr Perry 11/22 news conference response to JFK’s frontal wound. . . .Was not 

available during his WC testimony. . . this is the whole thing with Specter, etc. . . 

Larry MAKES ARGUMENT THAT Dallas police were not as hapless as they have 

been depicted. . . Not overly impressed with this . . . 

Frazier and “The Bag” was not the bag Oswald had in the car according to 

Frazier. ... certainly not the bag that the Dallas police trotted out later. . . 

11/23/’63 Notes that Wade heards from LBJ (via Carter, likely) to drop any 

charges of conspiracy...... national security is used as explanation (no source 

here) But check with his handout. . . 

Parkland drs are pressured to drop the line that JFK’s neck wound was a wound of 

entrance ... Nurse Audrey Bell testimony re: pressure on Perry the night of 11/22 

and into morning of 11/23. . . Dr. McClellan contends (and still contends) that the 

official autopsy pixs of JFK’s do not correspond with what he saw in the Parkland 

Hosp. .. .Has never changed his tune on this. . . 

Mentions that there were at least 3 different autopsy reports. .. .Notes Horne’s 

interviews with the autopsy drs. in “Inside the ARRB”. . .
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11/23 Saturday morning. . . 10:01 call w/ Hoover . . . 2with the Mexico City 

problem. . . .an Oswald imposter calling the Russian Embassy . . .Kostikov...He 

notes that this was a carryover from 11/22 call of Hoover to LBJ. .. He sees this as 

the source of LBJ’s 40,000,000 dead Americans. . . 

Larry praise for Newman’s laterst edition of Oswald in Mexico. 

The erasure of tapes. . .Bradford’s and the missing 14 minutes. . . 

Shifts to Z film and cites work of Doug Horne on the briefing boards. . .He makes 

point that Z film was not altered. . .but was finessed to make useless. . .Argument 

was that no official NPIC analysis was ever made..... 

CONTROL THE DATA AND CONTROL THE CONCLUSIONS. .. 

11/24/’63 MULTIPLE TAPES FROM Mexico City have disappeared. .. .the tape 

that FBI agent brought to Dallas w/ imposter’s voice is now trans formed into 

transcript not a tape of imposter’s voice. . . 

Hoover backs the cat on the tape... .agrees with CIA


